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LE'ITER TO THE EDITOR 

A special series expansion technique for the square lattice 

I G Enting and R J Baxter 
Research School of Physical Sciences, The Australian National University, Canberra, ACT, 
2600. Australia 

Received 29 March 1977 

Abstract. The partition functions of generalised Ising-type models on the square lattice can 
be approximated in terms of the partition functions for finite n X n, n X (n - 1) and 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) lattices. When expressed as high-temperature series, these approximations 
give terms through to order 2n or 2n + 1 correctly. 

Series expansion methods in statistical mechanics have recently shown a trend towards 
increasing algebraic complexity (see for example Sykes et ul 1965, Wortis 1974, Sykes 
et u1 1975). A closer examination of these techniques shows that this increase in 
algebraic complexity is a result of reducing the combinatorial complexity. De Neef and 
Enting (1977) have discussed a number of the reasons why such a trade-off between 
algebraic complexity and combinatorial complexity should be desirable in practical 
computations. 

The method introduced by de Neef (1975) for series expansions of square lattice 
models represents an extreme example of the trend away from combinatorial complex- 
ity since series to order 4n - 2 can be obtained by considering only n (n - 1) graphs in 
contrast to the exponential growth in the number of graphs required by most other 
techniques. The graphs used by de Neef were {Gmk ; m + k S 2n + l}, the Gmk being 
strong (or section) subgraphs of the square lattice defined by m X k rectangular arrays of 
vertices. 

We wish to point out that the reduction of graphs can be taken one stage further and 
that expansions on the square lattice, correct to order 2n, can be obtained by 
considering only G,,, G,,, G,,, m = n - 1. If we let Z(Gmk) denote the partition 
function for a particular system defined on graph Gmk and let 2 denote the limit as r + 00 

of Z(G,,)1'r2 then approximations for 2 are given by 

2 - Z ( G n , ) Z ( G m m ) / Z ( G m n ) Z ( G n m )  m=n-1 .  (1) 
Only when the model has a lattice anisotropy is it necessary to consider G,,, G,, 
separately. 

The origins of the idea of using (1) as a useful approximation for Z lie in two distinct 
(though related) sources. One approach comes from the work of Baxter (1968). This 
leads to a variational expression for 2 (equation (3.12) of Baxter 1968 where 2 is 
denoted as K). A simple choice of trial functions in this expression leads to equation (1) 
above. 

The other approach that leads to expression (1) is the work of Hijmans and de Boer 
(1955) which gives a systematic treatment of the cluster-variation approximation of 
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Kikucbi (195 1). Hijmans and de Boer coasidered a cluster sum involving G,,,, and all its 
subgraphs. They then showed that the only subgraphs that contributed to the sum were 
Gjk, j ,  k Sa. In fact it is shown bebw that only G,,,,' G-, G- G,,, m = n - 1 
contribute. Hijmans and de Bcrer investigated the n = 3 case and n o t e d  thar d y  ah 
GS2 and G22 contributed but failed to notice the reduction for general n. The relations 
that show the reduction are purely combinatorial and so the reduction does not depend 
on whether me CORtsiders a system with effective fields (as in the Kikuchi approxima- 
tion) or simply a truncated lattice fasin finite-chster sums used for series expansions). 

The derivation starts by considering models for which a finite-duster expansion, in 
ixrmsof c l d  graphs (no order 1 vertices), exists for the 'free energy'4h of any graph 
f f :  

where c &notes the subgraph relation and caB is the number of ways /3 occurs as a 
subgraph of a, and hB is of order e@), the number of edges of By in an appropriate 
expansion variable. The graphs considered are 'labelled' or 'oriented' so that edgesare 
along different lattice directions ( x  or y) are regarded as different t rpes of edges. This 
distinction is essential for anisotropic lacs and using this m v m t b n  in defining cup 
simplifies the combinatorial arguments used in transforming equation (5). Either by 
reavsive definition or by inverting a truncation of matrix c, the ha can be expressed in 
temsof hefa by 

and we consider the srgpmximation 
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technique applies for series expansions of tk inlbite lattice limit of chromatic polyno- 
mials (see Enting 1977). 

Thenumberof seriestermsdependsontheagpro~ation~5s). Htbehiagor Potts 
models are expanded in termsof /3 = l/kTthen the first incorrect term isah so that t&e 
Potts model is correct to Bz”-* in general or in the king case where only even 
powers of @ OCCUT. The first missing graph is the 1 x (n + 1) rectangk If however the 
functions f p .  - e(a) In A. are expanded in p o w m  of A (see I h n b  1974 for Qefini- 
tions) then the 1 X (n  + 1) graph does Rot amtribute, the smallest missing gr& is 
2 x (n + 1) and the first incorrect aKfficient is that of (hl/AO)2n+2. The general PONS 
model is correct to order 2n + 1 and the Ising model case where AI/&= tanh BJ is 
correct to order 2n. The limit of chromatic polynomials is given as 

with e given correctly through to az,. 
We condude our discussion by oomparing the raethad described above to the 

technique of de Neef (1975). l l ~ K  latter technique is tAM6ned fmm the same com- 
binatorial properties described by I-Fijmans and de Boer (1955) but replaces the 
maximal graph G,,,, by a maximal set Gk,,,+ If the ZfG&) areconsmaed using direct 
transfer matrix techniques, Z(Gjk)+Z(Gjs+l) then for a g k n  size of transfer matrix, 
the de Neef technique gives almost twice as many terms as can be obtaked from (7) wi,tb 
little extra computation. 

There is however an alternative procedure for calculating the Z(&) d that is to 
use the corner-transfer-mats described by Baxter (1976). This prQoadure cm be 
adapted to calculating the ‘nearly-square’ case Z(C;i,) bat is not suitable for $eneral 
G,k. The existence of the comer-transfer-matrix method which uses smaller matriw 
than the direct row by row transfer matrix, makes e q x ” s  based USI 0) ccmpara4.de 
with the de Neef technique in the a ” t  of 00- * r e .  


